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A) Introductory Remarks  

 The disagreement on gun-control has been deeply entrenched since the 1800’s (Longley, 2018) 

with ongoing debates by politicians, philosophers, and journalists.  

 Deep disagreements occur when people do not share the same underlying assumptions. Fogelin 

(1985) claims that deep disagreements are not rationally reconcilable.  

 “We get a deep disagreement when the argument is generated by a clash of framework 

propositions” (Fogelin, 1985). 

 Unlike other deep disagreements, the gun-control debate is reconcilable.  

 

B) Pro-Gun Argument #1: Safety 

i) Guns protect people, save lives, protect against violence  

 Research finds that guns lead to more death, guns do not save civilians.  

 “Access to firearms is associated with risk for complete suicide and being the victim of 

homicide” (Anglemyer, Horvath, & Rutherford, 2014). 

 “We identified and analyzed 62 of them [mass shootings], and one striking pattern in the 

data is this: In not a single case was the killing stopped by a civilian using a gun” 

(Follman, 2012) 

 79% of gun owners report owning a gun makes them feel safer (“Why Own a Gun? Protection Is 

Now Top Reason,” 2013).  

 Gun-owners feel guns protect them only because other people own guns (“Why Own a 

Gun? Protection Is Now Top Reason,” 2013).  

 58% of households without guns report that they are uncomfortable having a gun in their 

homes.  

 How important is one’s feeling of safety? Should governments base policies off of the 

peculiarities of people’s psychology?  

ii) Guns make females feel safe and empowered – Gun-control is sexist.  

 (Gerney & Parsons, 2014)“Five women a day are killed by guns in America. A woman’s risk of 

being murdered increases 500% if a gun is present during a domestic dispute” (Gerney & 

Parsons, 2014). 

iii) Guns make African Americans feel safe – Gun-control is racist.  

 The presence of guns actually hinders self-protection than aid it – Police will more often mistake 

harmless object as firearm for African Americans as well as shoot faster at African Americans 

(Greenwald, Oakes, & Hoffman, 2002).  

iv) Guns are needed to protect civilians from a tyrannical government.  

 High risk and low reward – the risk of harming others with a gun is high while the likelihood of a 

tyrannical government dominating is low.  

 “keeping a gun in the home is independently associated with an increase in the risk of 

homicide in the home” (Kellermann et al., 1993) 

 Futile to fight against the armed government.  

 Take effective action through voting instead of gun-ownership.  

v) Guns make me feel safe.  

 Should one person’s safety be prioritized above everyone else’s?  

 

C) Pro-Gun Argument #2: Rights  

i) The American Revolution and gun-ownership is part of America’s national pride. 

 Should not only take one part of America’s history and label it as ‘national pride’ – What about 

slavery? 
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 "A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the 

people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed" (U.S. Const. am. 2).  

ii) The Second Amendment grants Americans the right to bear arms.  

 Dispute on the meaning of the term ‘Militia’ and how it would change the gun-control debate.  

 Just because a legislation was written does not mean it should be followed and does not mean it 

cannot be changed.  

  The Fugitive Slave Act of 1793 and 1850, Art. IV, Sect. 2, U.S. Const., it required that 

all escaped slaves be returned to their masters upon capture. This act was repealed in 

1864 (“Fugitive Slave Acts,” n.d.).  

iii) People have the consumer right to purchase guns.  

 Examples: Torture devices & Golliwogs: should people have the right to purchase something that 

harms others? 

 Why promote one consumer product and reject another? 

 “Most conservatives don’t like hip-hop. The typical conservative case against the genre 

amounts not to music criticism, but to the charge that it promotes dangerous behaviors in 

the culture” (Kupfer, 2017) 

iv) People have a natural right to possess guns.  

 This right is negated by other more important rights such as right to life, liberty, and security.  

 

D) Anti-Gun Remarks  

 Eliminating guns will lower the rate of homicide and suicide, gun violence is one of the leading 

causes of death in America (Center for Health Statistics, 2015).  

 It is precisely the two pro-gun arguments of safety and rights that actually endorse the anti-gun 

perspective. 

 

E) Conclusions 

 Pro-gun arguments of safety and rights are flawed.  

 This suggests that the gun-control debate is reconcilable.  
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